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PART 1

§ China became Australia’s top beef export 
market for the first time in 2019, 
absorbing 24.4% of all Australian beef 
exports.

§ China represents an attractive market for 
premium Australian beef products given 
its willingness to pay more. 

v Rabobank data shows Late 2019 China was paying $9.22

per kilogram for Australian beef on average, compared to 

the US at $9.17, Korea at $8.55 and Japan at $7.98.

Introduction and Context
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■ Australia’s Beef Exports to China



PART 1

Consumer trust in the domestic food system is low. 
This is as a result of frequently occurring food 
scandals, including food fraud (Kendall, 2019). 

Consumers looking to buy imported meat products 
are closely scrutinising those products, searching for 
attributes that indicate authenticity (Condon, 2018).

This are higher counterfeiting risks in Australian beef 
products as they are seen as premium.

PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) estimates that half of beef sold 
in China under the label of being Australian isn't Australian beef
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■ Food Fraud in China

Introduction and Context



PART 1 Meat Authenticity and Traceability in China
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New Retail Concept stores

Boutique/speciality Supermarket

■Where to buy Authentic 
meat products?

Question
Authenticity guaranteed?

Modern retailers use food labels 
to convince consumers the quality 
and authenticity of the product



PART 1
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MLA Country of Origin

QR Code traceability

Meat Authenticity and Traceability in China

■ Traceability of Australian Beef Products
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❑QR Code anti-counterfeiting Traceability presentation issues – linking to website and 

buying channels

❑ Information authenticity issue

Traceability 
technology & 
application 

Traceability 
with QR Code 
at consumer 

level

❑Unable to get desired and convincing information

❑Consumers see labels as representing food safety 

❑Too much traceability information - unable to quickly find critical data

Traceability 
appeal

❑Regulators, retailers and consumers increasingly demand traceability

❑Retailers particularly call for ‘Responsible Traceability’ and ‘Full Traceability’

❑Carefree Consumption and Brand Protection via traceability

■ Traceability Issue and Rising Appeal

Meat Authenticity and Traceability in China

The core need for traceability is trust



q Blockchain in the food traceability and agri-food supply chain is driven by the initiative of 
leading retailers, such as Walmart and Carrefour (Hastig et al., 2019). For example, Walmart 
has initiated to track Chinese pork and Mexican mangoes from producer to consumer in 
2018. Alibaba and JD.com are striving to adopt blockchain to improve food traceability

q Blockchain systems for real-life food supply chain traceability and transparency are however 
still in their infancy (still in test and/or unavailable to consumers), with most developed only 
since 2015 (Galvez et al., 2018). 

q Most blockchain-based applications of the food supply chain are driven by retailers, how 
producers can participate and share the value adding is rarely addressed. 6

Blockchain in Food Traceability

Chinese retailer-led blockchain in Australian beef products
• JD.com cooperates with InterAgri, an Australian meat exporter, to 

track pure black Angus beef goes from farm to fork with blockchain
• Alibaba is piloting blockchain-enabled traceability of Australian 

beef products
• The sales of fresh products with blockchain traceability and 

live streaming/video recording increases by 77.6% 



■ Blockchain + Supply Chain Process + Consumer Experience
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Blockchain-enabled Food Traceability System Design



■ Australia-China Beef Supply Chain
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Starting in December 
2018, BeefLedger
engaged with a beef 
producer in South 
Australia and an abattoir 
in Northern New South 
Wales to trial direct 
exports of blockchain-
credentialed beef 
products into China

Quarter cuts and portion 
cuts were shipped from 
Brisbane Airport to 
Shanghai Pudong
Airport

Blockchain-enabled Food Traceability System Design



■ Traceability User content
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Information was 
delivered in both 

English and Chinese

Offline 
showcase

From 19 to 25 
2019, We held 

showcase 
events (tasting) 

in Shanghai, 
Shenzhen, 
Beijing and 

Guanghzou to 
hear the voice of 

the consumer

9Text 1-minute Short Videos Information Chain

Blockchain-enabled Food Traceability System
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Empirical testing of the Use case

Nowadays Chinese consumers prefer short videos over simple texts and images in 
information delivery (Williams, 2019)

The impact of the one-minute video on quality and trust perception was empirical 
tested with Chinese consumers – showcase events attendees, including local and 
foreign residents

Respondents were randomly assigned into two groups – the control group (did not 
watch the video) and the treatment group (watched the video)

Survey item Likert scales and their descriptions

1 5

Label trust Not at all sure Strongly sure

Quality perception Totally disagree Totally agree

Traceability trust Not at all trustful Extremely trustful



PAR 1

Local and foreign residents’ responses to trust and quality perception by group

No. Local respondent Foreign respondent 

103 76 (28C+48T) 27 (14C+13T)

Empirical Test Results of Short Video Prototype 

The pilot survey results generally show that our 
blockchain video prototype increased trust in the 
Australian portion cut and packaged label and 
traceability information. 

However, the trust increase is not statistically significant. 
To identify the reasons for the insignificant trust 
strength, a couple of experiment participants were 
followed up with focus group discussions. 

The most mentioned limitation is that our prototype in-
and-of-itself lacks trustworthiness due to the absence of 
readily accessible and understood verification between 
supply chain stakeholders, and did not indicate the 
traceable responsibility throughout the supply chain. 
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■ Conceptual Framework 1. The computer software system automatically 
generates an encrypted information chain 
based on remote sensing or code scanning 
data and human input data. 

2. Multisig system, with signers including event 
participants, institutions and machines, is a set 
of signature confirmation information 
generated by confidential algorithms. 

3. Data is evidence of the event, and the 
authenticity of the event is verified based on 
the non-tamperable and unforgeable 
information archived in the blockchain system. 

4. The generated encrypted information chain 
can ensure query and traceability at each 
event node.
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Human-machine Reconcile Mechanism
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Human-machine Reconcile Mechanism
■ Multi-sig mechanism
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Human-machine Reconcile Mechanism
■ Chain-wide Operational Mechanism – Link the Chain from End to End 

Digital identity

Data integrity

Human intervention 
data

Data from 
sensors/RFID tags

Nested data

Data query
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Human-machine Reconcile Mechanism
■ Intra-firm Operational Mechanism – Unlock the ‘Black Box’

Engage internally to 
ensure the 
implementation of 
internal practices and 
processes 
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Human-machine Reconcile Mechanism

Step 1 - Create a Company
Step 2 - Existing BeefLedger Community 
Confirm Company Via Pending Transactions 
Page
Step 3 - Login With Your Company
Step 4 - Beef Ledger Community Set 
Permissions for Company
Step 5 - Beef Ledger Community Confirm 
Pending Transactions according to the current 
multisig rules.
Step 6 - Company in BLC can add employees 
and use the permissions  that have been 
granted. 
Step 7 - Company employees can: Produce, 
Pickup, drop off and measure on livestock or 
products via web app or Peacock Scanner on 
Android BeefLedger App

■ The procedure of BeefLedger systems built on Ethereum
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Ongoing Research

Supply chain actors involved in the study’s design process are innovative businesses 
strategically aiming to establish a first mover advantage. Therefore, additional work is 
required to scale up the proof of concept with more stakeholders to the whole beef export 
industry. 

External verification is highly required to strength trust. Currently, BeefLedger Limited is 
negotiating with customs authorities in Australia and China to engage them in the next 
development phase. 

Verification from consumers themselves will be interesting to be considered as they may 
increase the supply chain’s resilience by helping to quickly detect incidences and further 
tamper-proof the market to counterfeit, fraudulent and illegal products (Apte and Petrovsky, 
2016).
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